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ABSTRACT 

Ion implantation is investigated as a technique to fabricate 

solar cells on monocrystal1ine silicon. The electrical properties 

of the implanted layer, as determined using the Hall Effect, and solar 

cell performance have beep studied for varying implant species 

(As and P), implanted dopant concentration (lo18 - 1021 cm-3), 

implanted substrate temperature (55° to 300°K} and annealing 

temperature (700° to 900°C). Some progress has been made toward 

the optimization of the various parameters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In this day of energy crises and fuel embargoes, it is 

becoming increasingly important to find an alternate energy source 

for the future. Photovoltaic cells, semiconductor devices which 

convert sunlight directly to electrical power, either alone or in 

conjunction with thermal conversion units, may be such a viable 

energy alternative. There are also several other applications 

for photovoltaics, such as isolate or orbital power supplies 

requiring long lives under a variety of environmental conditions. 

It is unlikely that a single type of solar cell would fill the 

widely varying requirements of these diverse applications. It is 

therefore necessary to investigate the advantages and disadvantages 

of different designs and fabrication techniques. 

There are several different types··of solar cells being 

presently studied. Shallow single crystal p-n junctions seem to 

be the mainstay of the photovoltaics field with the best efficiencies 

(i.e. tbest power area ratio) and 1 ongest 1 i fe. Competing structures 

include the thin film heterojunction which promises better power: 

cost ·and power: weight ratios and the newer MOS devices. The purpose 

of this project is to investigate the use of ion implantation as 

the doping mechanism in single crystal cells. Conventional cells 

rely on diffusion from either a gas source or a spin~on emulsion to 

turn over the type of the surface layer; thereby forming the p-n 
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junction, but variations in doping profile, junction depth, and 

dopant gradient near the junction are all limited by the diffusion 

process. Greater control over junction formation is possible using 

implantation and hence better solar cell performance may be possible 

provided no less obvious disadvantages appear. 

Much work has been done in the use of implantation doping 

in the fabrication of devices and integrated circuits. However, 

little has been done to investigate its potential in the production 

of solar cells(l,2). Several advantages of the use of ion implantation 

are apparent. There is greater control of the dopant distribution than 

with conventional diffusion techniques. In particular, very shallow 

junctions are possible, allowing the formation of the 11 blue-shifted 11 

ce11(3), which shows an enhanced response to the short wavelength 

end of the spectrum. If this is not at the cost of some red response, 

this should result in increased efficiency, in particular for AMO 

(orbital) applications although it is hoped that terrestrial applications 

should also benefit. Also, the lateral geometry control available 

with the implantation technique facilitates the fabrication of 

grating cells(4} which also show an enhanced blue response due to 

the increased effective diffusion length as a result of bringing the 

higher carrier lifetime of bulk material to the surface, and should 

also show correspondingly increased efficiency. 

The aim of this project, then, is to isolate the character

istics of implantation doping that are of particular concern in the 

manufacture of solar cells. To achieve this, several simple planar 

geometry solar cells, similar in design to the conventional diffused 



cells, were prepared by implanting p-type silicon wafers with 

n-type dopants (Arsenic or Phosphorus) at energies from 20keV 

3 

to 120keV, with the substrate :temperature held fixed at from 40°K 

to 300°K during the implant. The samples were vacuum annealed to 

remove the bombardment damage, aluminum ohmic contacts were evaporated 

on and the resultingsolar cell characteristics were determined using 

a solar simulator and automated I-V plotter (See Figure 1 and 2). 

To help identify the implantation parameters having the 

most effect on cell behaviour, several key implantations, as chosen 

according to cell performance, were duplicated 1n a geometry suitable 

for Hall measurements (see Figure Il-l) and these were electrically 

characterized. 



EXPERIMENTAL: SOLAR CELLS 

A Sample Preparation 

The substrates used for this work were commercial p-type 

(B doped) silicon wafers,(lll)orientation, with resistivities in 

the range Oel to 10 ohm cmo It was possible that there were variations 

in quality, but judging from the results these were not significant. 

Before use the samples were scribed and cleaved into 1 em by 1.5 em 

sections9 which were then subjected to a standard cleaning procedure 

as fallows: 

15 minutes in boiling H2so4 + H2o2 (2:1) 

Cool 5 minutes 

Rinse thoroughly with de~ionized water 

2 minutes in HF +H 2o (1:10) 

Rinse 

15 minutes in boiling H2o+ HCl + H2o2 (4:1:1_) 

\ Rinse and blow dry with N2 gas. 

Throughout this procedure the samples were kept submerged 

in a quartz beaker, to avoid oxidation or contamination by contact 

with the airo The HCl etch stabilizes the surface after the HF etch 

and reduces the adsorption of atmospheric contaminants. 

Energies and doses for the implants were calculated to 

give a uniformly doped surface layer using the data from Gibbons et al(S) 0 

The lowest energy ion beam that was easily stabilized was found 
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to be 20 keVo As can be seen from Figure 4 this leaves a very low 

dopant concentration. near the surface, making good ohmic contact 

to the device difficult. Two possible solutions were found. 

After the implant a thin surface layer could be removed by growing 
0 

an oxide 300A thick and stripping it in 10% HF, or a 11through-the-

oxide 11 implant could be used to obtain an appreciable impurity 

concentration at the silicon surface. By comparing the stopping 

powers of silicon and silicon dioxide, it was found that an oxide 
0 

thickness of 130A would be adequate. this thin oxide could be 

removed after the annealing procedureo Both methods were tried 

and were found equivalent~ but as the oxidation rate of implanted 

silicon varies depending on the implant, it was decided that the 

through-the-oxide implant was preferable. The next step in pre-
0 

paration was therefore to grow an oxide l30A thick on the sample. 

This was done~ imnediately after cleaning~ in a quartz tube three 

element furnace at 800°C in a steam atmosphere. The oxidation time 
0 

was 19 minutes 10 seconds~ which gives an oxide l30A thick according 

to the graph given in Sze( 6l, page 81. Sample oxides were measured 

by elliipsometry and had thicknesses of 140tlOA. 

After oxide growth the samples were moved to the implantation 

facility, while being handled as little as possible. As sample 

preparation and implantation were done in different buildings, there 

is some concern that the time interval and exposure between final 

oxidation and evacuation in the implantation target chamber may lead 

to some surface contamination of the sample. It is hoped that the 
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0 

130A oxide is sufficient protection for the silicon surface, 

particularly since this layer is removed in the final processing 

and contacting, but the possibility of recoil implantation of any 

adsorbed contaminants cannot be dismissed. It is recommended, 

therefore, that an evacuable desicator be used for sample 

shuttling in any future worko 

B Implantation 

The implantations were done with the 150keV ion accelerator( 7) 

in the Tandem Accelerator Lab at McMaster. The ion beam, from a 

Danfysik 911A Universal Ion sourceS) is accelerated, focussed through 

a 2 mm apertureS) then electrostatically swept across a second 2 mm 

aperture to ensur·e a uniform implant Sl and the two apertures were 

sufficiently off axis to avoid the implantation of neutrals, which 

would not be swept and hence cause a hot spot. The current on 

target was 10 to 200 nanoamps swept over an oval of 1 cm2 area 

(see Figure 3). Dosimetry was by means of a current digitizer and 

scalar connected to integrate the target current. In a preliminary 

study, the calculated dosimetry was checked using the in situ 

backscattering facility and good agreement was found. 

To calculate implanted impurity depth. profilesSl the dis-

tributions were approximated by gaussians, with moments as prepared 

by Gibbons et al(S) using LSS theorya Each sample was aligned in 

a 11 random" direction to avoid channeling, and implanted with several 

different energies, at doses calculated to give uniform concentrations 
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from the silicon surface to the peak of the deepest implanted layerb 

The junction depth was taken as the intersection of the approximated 

implant distribution with the background dopant levelo An 

example plot is given in Figure 4. Table 1 lists calculated average 

concentrations and junction depths for various implant conditions. 

C Final Processing 

The samples require annealing and deposition of aluminum 

contacts before the solar cells are complete. Annealing was done 

1 f 10-6 in a quartz tube three e ement vacuum urnace at a pressure of 

torr, at temperatures ranging from 700°C to 900°C. Ten minute 

isochronal anneals were chosen as sufficient to reach the ftrst 

annealing plateau commonly observed in silicon annealing(B) 0 

0 

After the anneal~ the 130A oxide window was etched off 

in 10% HF and aluminum contact pads were evaporated on the top and 

bottom in a vacuum evaporator~ through a brass mask in the desired 

design (see Figure 3)o Finally~ the contacts were sintered for 

10 minutes at 400°C under vacuum in the annealing furnace. Contacts 

made to an unimplanted sample were tested and showed an ohmic 

characteristic a Tests made on.the Hall samples (next section) con

firmed·that all contacts made to both implanted and substrate sides 

of the cell were ohmic. 
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D Testing 

The cell efficiencies were determined by measuring the 

illuminated I-V characteristics. Contact was made to the aluminum 

contact pads by an indium block below and a copper wire probe held 

in a micromanipulator on top. Illumination was provided by an Air 

Mass 2 solar simulator consisting of rfour 300 watt tungsten-iodine 

lamps with dichroic filters. The output spectrum is shown in 

Figure 1. Input power to the cell at AM2 is 75mW/cm2• The I-V 

characteristic was measured on a system based on a Hewlett-Packard 

HP 9820 computer and including a digital voltmeter, programmable 

power supply, and xy plotter. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of 

the system and a typical output plot is given in Figure 5. 

Significant values are the open circuit voltage (V0c), the short

circuit current (lsc), and the maximum output power (Omp). The fill 

factor Cff' defined as Omp/V0 clsc is a useful quantity, and the 

efficiency, omp divided by total incident power, is the parameter 

being maximized in this study. The cells were illuminated only 

in the area of the contact grid (see Figure 3) to avoid edge effects 

and to define the input power. 

Dark I-V characteristics were also measured, to give an 

indication of the quality of the p-n junctions formed. 



EXPERIMENTAL: HALL SAMPLES 

A Sample Preparation 

The same substrate material was used for the Hall samples 

as for the solar cells~ and the same standard cleaning procedure .. 

Sample size was changed to 7mm x lOrnm. In order to measure the 

Hall coefficient and resistivity a bar shaped implanted region was 

required (Figure 6)G The implanted region was defined by protecti~rng 

the area not to be implanted with a thick oxide during implantationa 

Immediately after cleaning the samples were placed in the oxidation 

furnace at 900°C in a steam atmosphere for 105 minutes, growing an 

oxide 4000A thick according to Sze( 6) page 81. A film of Shipley 

AZ 1350 photoresist was then spun onto the samples at 4000 RPM and 

pre-baked 5 minutes at 100°C. The photoresist was then exposed through an 

image of the implant pattern, developed, and baked for 1 hour at 100°C. 

The sample was etched for 4 minutes in 50% HF solution to etch the 

implant window~ the remaining photoresist removed with acetone, and 

the sample rinsed in de-ionized watero Finally a thin oxide was 

grown, as for the solar cells, in 800°C steam for 19 minutes 10 secondso 

B Implantation 

The Hall samples were implanted on the same equipment and in 

the same manner as the solar cellso 

9 
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C Final Process1ng 

The annealing and contact deposition procedures were identical 

with those used for the solar cells, except that a different brass mask 

was used for the contact evaporation (see Figure 6). Note that 

the oxide etch prior to contact deposition removed only the thin 

oxide over the Hall bar9 leaving the thick oxide over the unimplanted 

regfon as an insulator over the substrate. This considerably 

reduced the alignment requirements for the contacts, 

A back contact to the substrate was also added at this 

po1nt. As the assumption that the implanted bar-shaped region is 

isolated from the substrate(g) is necessary to the evaluation of 

the raw Hall data, the I-V characteristics of the bar-to-substrate 

interface were checked to ensure that it was a good diodeo Also, 

as a check on the applicability of the Hall tests to the previously 

done solar cell measurements, the photovoltaic characteristics of these 

samples were also detenmined~ and found to be comparable to the 

earlier work. 

. Following the 400°C sintering step, gold wires were bonded 
t 

to the contact pads with an· ultrasonic wirebonder to facilitate 

Hall testing. 
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D Testing 

The resistivities and Hall coefficients of the samples 

were measured at room temperature on a computerized system described 

in detail by Shewchun et al(lO). The system, controlled by a 

computer sequencer, switched the sample current and the magnetic 

field through positive and negative values while measuring the Hall 

voltage. It also measured the conductivity voltage in each direction, 

the current, the magnetic field, and the sample temperature. 

Readings can be rrnade automatically at fixed intervals of up to 20 

minutes. The data is typed or punched on paper tape as it is 

measured, and later analysed on a CDC 6400 computer to give 

calculated values of the Hall coefficient, Hall mobility, carrier 

concentration, and resistivity. The calculations and program 

are described in more detail in Appendix I and the apparatus is 

discussed in Appendix II. 



RESULTS 

Several implantation parameters were varied, and the 

dependence of the cell performance was studied. Results are given 

here primarily with ce11 effi·ciency as the dependent variable, 

out Isc~ Vac~ and CFF are included to help clarify the physical 

mechanism responsible for the observed behaviour. The standard 

cells in the following studies, determined in a preliminary exam-

ination to have 11 reasonable" photovolta1c characteristics, are 10 ohm-em, 

arsenic implanted at room termperature to maximum energy of 

80 keV, have an average implanted concentration of 1o20cm-3 ~ and 

were annealed at 800°Co In each case, all the above parameters 

were constant except the observed variable. 

A Implant Temperature 

Earlier published results (ll) have suggested that better 

electrical activity is obtained in silicon by total amorphization 

of the surface layer during implantation followed by epitaxial 

regrowth of the damaged region in the anneal stageo It was therefore 

expected that by holding the~bstrate at low temperatures during 

the implant, allowing little or no annealing, a greater amount of 

damage would accummulate and a more completely amorphous layer 

would result, improving the subsequent epitaxial regrowth during 

the anneal. This effect was not observed, however, as shown in 

12 



Figure 7, where it can be seen that the best efficiencies were 

obtained with the room temperature implant. 

The dominant effect in this case was the variation of 

13 

Isc from 20 ma/cm2 for the room temperature sample. Relatively 

constant v0C and CFF indicate that the barrier formation and sheet 

resistivity of the surface layer were not greatly affected by the 

lower implant temperature, but that the carrier generation rate 

or lffetime has degraded. This could be due to increased surface 

contamination from condensation on the sample at these low 

temperatures (e.g. mercury from the mercury vapour pump) possibly 

resulting in contaminants in the implanted region due to a recoil 

mechanism. 

B Anneal Temperature 

The temperature at which the damaged layer of the sample 

is regrown in the anneal step should be critical to cell performance. 

As reported in the literature(S,l 2) both the electrically active 

fraction of the implanted ions and the carrier mobility are strong 

functions of anneal temperature. Several standard cells were 

evaluated after anneals at temperatures ranging from 700°C to 900°C. 

As shown in Figure 8, from 700°C to 800°C cell performance improves 

with increasing anneal temperature, but over 800°C, Voc drops off 

accompanied by a less rapid drop in CFF' resulting in a dramatic 

decrease in efficiency. 
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A degradation of carrier lifetimes and diffusion length 

was at first expected to occur at hfgher anneal temperatures, 

but this would result in a decrease in ISC' which was not observed~ 

The drop in v0C suggests a decrease in junction barrier height, 

perhaps attributable to an enhanced diffusion resulting in a less 

abrupt junction~ or a decrease in dopant concentration. 

Hall measurements on duplicate samples determined that 

the latter was the functi~nal mechanism. As shown in Figure 9, 

the carrier concentration versus anneal temperature behaves similar. 

to the solar cell efficiency curve, while the mobility peaks at 

750°C and degrades very slightly for higher anneal temperatures 

(Figure 10}. Also, the resistivity of the implanted material 

increases for the higher temperatures, accounting for the lower 

The reason for the lower dopant concentrations with the 

hot anneals is not immediately obvious. It has been suggested 

that compensation occurso That is~ the electrically active fraction 

of arsenic atoms continues to increase~ consistent with the work 

of Baldo et al(B), but that athigher temperatures, some inactive 
·~ 

p ... type dopants go substitutional, dropping the net n-dopant con

centration. An·other possibility is 1hat diffusion does become 

significant~ and the implanted impurities diffuse deeper into the 

substrate resulting in a thicker but less concentrated surface 

n-layer" 



The photovoltaic response of the Hall samples was tested 

under the solar simulator and was found to behave similar to the 

solar cell samples (Figure 11). 

C Implanted and Substrate Dopant Concentration 

15 

The effect of both the implanted and the background impurity 

concentrations on cell efficiency was examined using arsenic 

implanted cells to a maximum energy of 80 keV at room temperature 

and annealed at 800°C. The results are shown in Figure 12. It 

was expected that for greater dopant concentrations on both sides 
. . 

of the junction~ the increased barrier height would result in a 

greater V
0
c. It is clearly seen in Figure 12, however, that the 

efficiency drops off dramatically when the substrate resistivity is 

reduced to 0~1 ohm em. This is probably due to a reduction in 

carrier lifetimes as was indicated by a decrease in Isc" 

In a shallow junction cell, the majority of the minority 

carriers are generated in the bulk material, and so the bulk life

times and the surface layer resistivity should be the dominant factors 
~ 

in cell behaviour" The best results would therefore be expected 

for a cell with a high substrate resistivity, giving 1ong lifetimes, 

and a high implanted surface concentration to give a low sheet 

resistanceo This is found to be true for diffused cells(lJ) and, 

as shown·in Figure 12, also for implanted cells. There may be 

some depth dependence hidden in these results (see Table 1), but 
0 

the magnitude of this effect over the range· of depths here (600A 
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0 

to 1000A) should be negligible. Hall tests on the duplicates of these 

samples showed~ as should be expected~ a lower carrier concentration 

and higher mobility in samples which have not been as heavily 

imp 1 anted (Ftgures 13 ~ 14}. 

D Junction Depth 

Junction depth is a very cri·tical parameter in the design 

of solar cells. The first and most obvious criterion is to 

maximize the number of carriers generated within a diffusion length 

of the junctiono If a is the absorption coefficient then: 

<P i(x} = cp0exp (-ax) 

is the photon flux at a depth x. For simplicity, assume one 

absorbed photon generates one carrier. The problem is then to 

maximize 

<Pabs = <t>(dj + lp) - cp(dj - Ln) 

= ¢0exp(dj)[exp{LP) = exp(-Ln)] 

where dj is junction depth and lp and ln are minority carrier 

diffusion lengths in the p-type substrate and the implanted n-layer, 

respectively. 

For the implanted layer howeverg Ln is very short, leading 

to impossibly shallow junctions at which point the series collection 

resistance due to the thin n-layer causes I2R losses, observed as a 

decreased CFF and Isc· Also9 with very shallow junctions, effects 

such as surface recombination andinhomogeneities in junction depth 
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and concentration become significant. 

Implantation to energies of 120 keV restricts us to 
0 

shallow junctions (1500A with As} compared to conventional 
0 

diffused cells with junction depths of 5000 to lO,OOOA typically, 

and the latter arguments above seem to be the more significant. 

This behaviour is observed in Figure 15, where monotonic increase 

in efficiency with depth is observed. The improved performance 

of the deeper junctions was due primarily to an increase in CFF 

indicating that the sheet resistance of the surface layer was 

the dominant effect. This wasruso discussed in the previous 

section. 

The behaviour of the arsenic implanted cells lead to 

the use of phosphorus to obtain a deeper junction. Arsenic had 

originally been chosen because of its covalent radius match to 

silicon, which would allow a greater dopant concentration without 

too much crystal strain or reduced diffusion lengths. Phosphorus, 

however, with its smaller radius, seems to give a better cell, even 

at the same calculated junction depth, and even higher efficiencies 

are possible with the deeper junctions (Figure 15}. It is under

standable that the carrier lifetime of the implanted layer should 

not have a great effect on efficiency, but the improved efficiency 

at the same depth is difficult to explain. 

Hall measurements of the depth study samples (Figures 16, 17} 

show constant concentration at all depths for arsenic implants, 

indicating good reproducability in the implant conditions. The 
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phosphorus samples, however, show a concentratton variation for 

doses calculated to give constant concentration, indicating that 

either the gaussian dopant profiles are not a good enough 

approximation for phosphorus(l 4,lS) or the electrically active 

fraction of the implanted phosphorus is depth dependent. The 

Hall mobilities of all samples were fairly constant at about 
2 40 em jv.s. 

E Spectral Response 

The simple equation for the previous section can be 

slightly improved by indicating explicitly that a is a function 

of wavelength, A, of the incident photons. That is, 

~(x) = JctA[~0 (A) exp(a(A)x)] 
A 

This implies that the spectral responsea the cell will be 

dependent on junction depth. Since for most materials, a is 

larger for the smaller wavelength {blue) end of the visible 

spectrum(l 6), most of these higher energy photons will be absorbed 

very near the silicon surface. Therefore, the closer the junction 

is to·.!the surface, the better the ·collection efficiency for 

carriers generated by the blue light will be. That is, shallow 

junction cells should be 11 blue-shifted 11
• This result was indeed 

observed as shown in Figure 18. 
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For purposes of demonstration, the spectral responses of 

the four arsenic implanted cells of the depth study were determined 

and are presented in Figure 18 normalized to coincide at 
0 

A= 7,000A. It should be noted that although the shallower junctions 

showed a higher relative blue response, the overall performances 

were as shown in Figure 15. That is, the deeper junctions had 

higher collection efficiencies. 

One possible way to achieve both the enhanced blue 

response and still maintain the advantages of the deeper junction 

is the grating structure solar cell {Figure 19) as discussed by 

Lof~rski{4 >. _.By implanting .deep str1pes,and·leaving the surface 

between stripes undamaged, the carriers generated near the surface 

by the blue light can still be collected efficiently as the 

collecting junction is always within a diffusion length of the 

generating site. In this way the longer bulk diffusion lengths 

are used to best advantage. Preliminary work in this area has 

shown that the resolution attainable using conventional photoresist 

techniques to make thick oxide implantation masks is sufficient 

for grating cells in silicon, but may be difficult for other 

materials with shorter diffusion lengths such as GaAs. 



SUMMARY 

The use of ion implantation as a solar cell fabrication 

technique has been investigated. Most of the parameters which 

could be adjusted were studied, and some progress was made toward 

the optimization of cell ~fficiency. It was found that: 

1. Low temperature implants do not improve the electrical 

characteristics of tne cell. 

2. Optimum annealing was found at 800°C. Below 800°C, incomplete 

activiation occurs, and above 800°C compensation begins to 

take place. 

3. The best doping combination was found to be a high implanted 

concentration {1020 cm-3) for low sheet resistivity, and a 

low substrate impurity concentration (1015 cm-3) for long 

carrier lifetimes. 
0 

4. As junction depth is increased to 3000A, cell efficiency increases, 

but the enhanced blue response of the shallow junction cells 

is.lost. 

Optimizing the above criteria as outlined allows the 

fabrication of reproducable cells of 7% efficiency, without the use 

of an anti-reflection coating or an improved bottom contact, which 

is comparable to current commercial standards. 

20 



Species 

As 
As 
As 
As 

As 
As 

As 
As 
As 
As 
As 

As 
As 
p 

p 

p 

p 

p 

TABLE I 

cs E 
• (pc-~m-2) I IE E cp 41 (cm-3) (keV) 

lals 2.0 0.15 40 0.25 80 0.42 
1015 20 1.5 40 2.5 80 4.2 
1015 20 15 40 25 80 42 

2x1ol6 20 0.15 

I 
40 0.25 80 0.42 

2xlo16 20 1.5 40 2.5 80 4.2 
2x1o16 20 15 40 25 80 42 
Sx1ol7 20 0.15 40 0.25 80 0.42 
5x1ol7 20 1.5 40 2.5 80 4.2 
5xl0 l7 ·2o 15 40 25 80 42 

lo15 20 15 
101s 20 15 40 25 
1015 20 15 40 25 80 42 
1015 20 15 40 25 80 42 
1o15 20 40 
1015 20 25 40 62 
101s 20 25 40 28 60 88 
101s 20 25 40 48 80 115 
1015 

.._ ~· .. · 
20 25 40 35 60 62 

Table 1: List of Implants 

CB is substrate carrier concentrat~on. 

CAVE is average ~planted concentration. 

Dj is junction depth. 

21 

CAVE o· 
E tP 

OJ 
(cm-3) (A) 

lo18 870 
1Ql9 930 
1020 1000 
lo1s 775 
lo19 850 
1o2o 910 
1018 600 
1ol9 740 
lo2o 825 
1o2o 340 
1o2o 570 

10.~0 1000 
120 55 1o2o -1400 

1o2o 700 
1020 1300 
1020 1800 
1o20 2400 

100 135 1020 3000 
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FIGURE 7: Efficiency vs Implant Temperature 
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8~ keV arsenic in 10 ohm-em silicon. Concentration 1020 cm-3 

Anneal temperature 800°C. 
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80 keV arsenic into silicon. Implant temperature 20°C. 
Anneal temperature 800°C. 
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APPENDIX I 

Hall Effect Calculations and Program 

It is assumed that the user has aquainted himself with 

the Hall Effect before attempting to use the automated systemo If 

not, a brief repol~t can be found in Sze(6), and a more complete 

discussion can be found in McKelvey(lJ) or Smith(lB). As the 

program is written using only the simplified theory, that is all 

that is included here. 

The basic setup is shown in Figure I-1 where an electric 

field is applied along the x-axis and a magnetic field along the 

z-axis~ If the majority carriers are positive (i.e. p-type material)~. 

carrier motion due to the electric field will be in the -x direct1ono 

The Lorentz force {qvx X B
2

) will exert a net downward force where 

the holes will collect until the charge separation on the y-axis 
__.. 

sets up a field, EY,. such that the electro~tatic force exactly 

counters the Lorentz force. This is the Hall field given by: 
; 

Ey = (Vy/W) = RH Jx 82 

where RH is the Hall coefficient given by~ 

lp-b2)2 RH = r ~(p+bn . b ~ Pn/Pp 

; r = <T
2

>/<T>
2 

where T is the mean free time between carrier collisions. 

For simplicity, let r = 1. 
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1.1 

1.2 



From 1.2, if n>>p, 

R = r(=l) H qn 

and is p>>n, 

R = r(±l) 
H qn 

When conductivity information is also available, as with the 

automated system, we also have, for n>>p: 

and for p>>n: 

ll = ...Q. = I RH cr I qn 

ll = _Jl_ = I RH 0' I p qp 

The last four equations are the basis of the program. Restating 

these in terms of measurable quantities we have: 

42 

I. 3 

I .4 

1.5 

1.6 

VHt 8 
RH = IB x 10 VH in volts 1.7 

n (or p} = I q~H I 

IR. 
a = V wt 

c 

t 1n em 
I in Amps 
B in Gauss 
RH in cm3/Cb 

n(or p) in cm-3 

R.,w,t in em 
Vc in volts 
a in mho/em 

. 21 11H 1n em v.s 

The fall o~ti ng section contains a flowchart and parameter 

list for the program and is included here for completeness. For 

information regarding the use of the program see Appendix II. 

I .8 

1.9 

I. 10 
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'I 

w 

~--__,_---------~- 1•1• .... + ______ ......... 

Figure I-1~ Basic setup to measure the Hall Efrect 



Program Flow Chart* 
44 

Read Title 

I 
Read Width 

Length Thickness 
ICHK 

I 
Read Material 

Parameter 

I 
Read Data 

I 
Check Format 

and 
Signs 

I 
Calculate Average 

Temperature 

I 
Calculate r Subroutine 

at each Temperature supplied 

I 
Calculate Average 

Conductivity voltage 
and Hall voltage 

I 
Calculate Hall Coefficient 

RH = 
(avg. VH) x 108 

I X B 

1 
calculate resistivity 

average V x geom ..... c 
p - I 

*Reference ( 19) . ~ 



I 
calculate conductivity 

cr=l 
p 

calculate Hall mobility 

11H = IRH!xo 

calculate conductivity 
mobility 

llH 
11 =c r 

Check Magnetic field ....,.____.if high flagged 
by * in table 

Calculate Carrier Concentration 

n = IRrel 
H 

I Wr i te T i t 1 e I 

Write out data with 
with more than 10% variation 

in conductivity voltages 

Write out ~ata with 
ambiguity in sign of 

Hall voltages 

Set data with 
incorrect formats 

to zero 

45 
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Write table of 
1 

T' T' 1 ' Vc' 8, VH' RH, r 
p, 0', llc' 11H' cone, 

1 
Write either 

EA, NO' NA' NA -No 

Eo, NA, No, NO -NA 
1 

Plot 
itH' llc' RH, p 

and concentration 

I 
( End ) 



AAA 

A,JI~1 

ALHI 

ALLO 

ALNLEE 

ALNN 

ALNX 

A~iOBCN 

Ar~OBCP 

AN 

AP 

APETER 

APNT 

AP1 

AP3 

AT 

AVC 

AVH 

B 

[38l3(1) 

DBB(2) 

COt,IPEN 

CONC · 

PROGRAMME PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

array used in lESQ programme 

used in degeneracy check 

data point near RECLEE 

data point near RECLEE 

natural log of absolute value of compensation 

natural log of absolute value of carrier 
·concentration · 

1 n fN0-NAf 

conductivity ·mobility of electrons in mixed 
conduction · 

conductivity mobi 1 i ty of ho 1 es i ~ .mixed conduction 

~l~ctron concentration in mixed conduction 

hole concentration in mixed conduction 

ln of normalized conc~ntration 

same as ALNN 

· parameters defined in Lee•s paper 

average temperature 

average conductivity voltage 

average hall voltage 

magnetic field 

parameter of LESQ fit for ionization energy 

compensated impurity density 

concentration 

... 



CONCN 

co~~c~ 

COND 

DELTA 

EFMASN 

EFMASP · 

EGO 

ENERGY 

ERLE 

FLIM 

GAMMA 

GEOM· 

'I 

IEXP 

IVEX 

LENGTH 

HASS 

t40BC 

~D3H 

fiDBRAT 

MB 

NP 

48 

' . 
same as AN 

same as. AP 

conductivity 

range in 1/T where ionization energy is determined 

m* 
n~ ·density of states effective mass 

0 . ' 

m * 
mh density of states effective mass 

0 

· Ego 

-ionization energy in electron volts 

used in check on magnetic field 

ratio of two conductivity voltages 

constant in intrinsic· concentration 

(width x length)v(thickn~ss} 

current 

current expressed as exponential 

same as VEX ~n integer form 

. conductivjty ·length 

m * m * .. e · h 
either m or m 

0 Q. 

conductivity mobility

Hall mobility 

1JH/1JC 

mobility .. 

number of data-points used in LESQ for ionization 
energy 



ovs 

R 

RECHI 

RECIP 

RECLEE 

RECLO 

RECMAX 

RECMIN 

RH 

RHO 

RHOMAX 

RNAX 

RRECIP 

SLOPE. 

ss 

T 

THICK 

TLE6 ~ 

T~1AX 

TMIN 

TRANS 

TUK(l) 

TUK(2) 

·, 

49 

number of data points used· in LESQ for determining 
Ego · 

scattering parameter (r) 

data point near RECLEE 

1/T· 

(1/TLEE) 

data point near RECLEE 

temperature range over which E~ or E0 is 
detennined 

Hall coefficient 

resistivity 

·resistivity which corresponds to ~ax 

maximum resistance that the Hall system can 
handle 

same as RECIP 

slope of ALNN with respect to RECIP 

.see section on mixed conduction 

temperature before averaging 

thickness of sample 

temperatru~ where LESQ straight line has a value 
ALNX 

l/RECI\1AX 

temperature that corresponds to ru1AX 

ar~ay used for LESQ for Ego 

parameters of LESQ fit for· Ego 



.... 
j 

vc 

VEX 

VGE 

VH 

HIDTH· 

conductivity voltage 

voltage read pr6portiona1 to sample current 

germanium thermometer voltage 

Hall voltage 

width of sample 

.. 

·-··-
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Card #1 

Card #2 

Card #3 

Card #4 

Information Necessary for Calculations 

Title [Format (13A6)] 

Width Length Thi-ckness ICHK* 

[Format (3F 10.3, 50Al)] 

EFMASP, EFMASN, MOBRAT, RMAX, DELTA 

[Format (SE 10.3)] 

Name and Account [for plot heading] 

DATA is entered in nonstandard format from the tape. 

* ICHK if plots are desired write PLOT 

if punched cards are desired write PUNCH 

A subroutine exists to calculate the scattering parameter (r) at 

51 

all temperatures. At present this subroutine assigns the value 1 

tor at-all temperatures. If a more complex dependence 1s required, 

a new subroutine must be written by the user. 
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF V,ARIOUS SEf~ICONDUCTORS 

Semi- . Energy g·ap, Hobility,a 

cm2Jvolt se~ 
{T=300°K) 

Electrons Holes 

Mobility 
variation 

Effective mass Dielectric Refractive 
con- ev Band m/m~ constant index 

ductor 

Gee 

Sic 

InSb 

In As 

InP 
GaSb. 

GaJ\s 

GaP 
AlSb 
OP 

300°K 0°K 

0.67 0.7'5 

1.106 1.153 

0.16 0.26 
0.33 0.46 

1 • 29 1 . 34 

0.67 0.80 
1.39 1.58 

\ 
. 2.24 2.40 

1,'·63 1. 75 

2 

3,950 
_( 3, 900) d 

1,900 
(1,350)d 

78,000 
33,000 

4,600 

4,000 
8,500 . 

110 

200 

. . . . . 

3,400 
.(1 ,900)d 

425 

( 480) d 

750 
460 

150 

1,400 

400 

75 

420 

. .. ' . 

T-n 
ll a 

Electrons 

1.66 

. 2. 5 

1.6 
1 • 2 

2.0 
2.0 
1.0 

1 ~ 5 

• • • 
... 

Holes 

2.33 

2.7 

2.1 
2.3 

2.4 
0.9 
2. 1. 

1.5 
1.8 

s tructu reb 

A 

B 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
s· 

Not C 
Not C 

Electrons 

m
1
=1.6 

mt=Oo082 
m
1
=d.97 

mt=0.19 

0.013 
0.02 
0.07 
0.047 
0.072 
...... 
..... 

Holes 

0.3, 0.4e 

0. 5, 0. 16e 

0.6 
0.41 

0.4 
0.5 
0.5 

• •• 
0.4 

t/co 

16 

12 

17 

-14.5 

14 

15 

12.5 
10 
11 

aThe values of mobility are those obt~ined in the purest and most perfect material available to date. In most 
circutnstances the actual nlObilit.ies are ·less than the value listed. 
A: germanium-like; conduction band minimum ·;n <111> c.Ii.rcction; valence band maximum at <000>, 
B: silicon-like: conduction band minimum in <100> direction; valence band maximum at <000>. 

4.0 

3.42 

3.96 
3.42 

3.26 
3.74 
3.30 

2.91 
3.18 

C: Gu/\s-likc: conduction band. minimum at <000>; valence band maximum at <000>. 
There ar-c sign·ificant variations among the various semiconductor·s in details of the band structure beyond out' A, B, C· 

I 

classificiltion; 
E. r~. Com·Jcll, Properties of Silicon anti Gcrmnnium, Pt·oc, IRE, vol. ·16, no. 6, June, 1958, has a fair·ly .comprehensive 
discuss ·ion of the propcrti es of si 1 icon ilnd g0r111unium. 

u 

"' 



Calculated and experimental mobilities for III-V 
compounds at room temperature . 

"qxlol3 
(sec-1) 

Polar Observed 
Compound Carrier m*/m

0 
e*/e c 

InSb Electron 0.013 0.13 

Hole 0.6 
InAs Electron 0~02 0.22 

Hole · 0.41 

InP Electron Oo07 0.24 

Hole 0"4 · 

GaSb Electron Oo047 . 0.11 
Hole Oo5 

GaAs Electron 0~072 0.17 
Hole 0~5 

AlSb Hole 0 .. 4 

3.5 

4.4 

6 .. 3 

4.4 

5.35 

6.3 

e 1 . mob i 1 i ty mob i 1 i ty 
(°K) (cm2/V sec) (cm2/¥ sec) 

260 

340 

. 480 

340 

410 

480 

200,000 

600 

.40,000 

500 

6,800 

50(] 

43,000 

1l!200 

11,000 

600 

800 

78,000 

750 

33.000 

'460. 

4,600 

150 

4,000 
1 ,400 . 

8,500 

400 
420 

. Scattering Mechanisms 

Mechanism ~ ~ (m*)XTY 

Acoustic 

Polar T < e1 

I ani zed impurity 

Neutra 1 i.~puri ty 

Electron-hole 

t • 

X fj 

-5/2 

-3/2 

-1/2 

1 

..:1/2 

-3/2 

Exponential 

3/2 

Independent 

3/2 

z 

-1/2 
Independent 

... 3/2 

Independent 
-3/2 

3lT/8 

1. 00 to 1 .. 14 

315:rr/512 

1 

315lT/512 

C .. Hilsum and Ao Co Rose-Innes~ "Semiconducting III-~ Compounds 11 Pergamon 
Press, New York . 
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APPENDIX II 

The Automated Hall Effect Apparatus 

The electrical characterizations done in this report were 

carried out using the automated Hall system in sse 137. It has 

been fully reported on by.Shewchun et al(lO) regarding the nature 

of the system, but as yet, no 11 operator•s manual 11 exists to aid 

beginners in the use of the machine. The purpose of this appendix 

is to provide enough information to act as a guide for anyone 

wishing to learn how to use the system. 

First of all it should be noted that there exists a large 

green 3-ring binder containing detailed information on the construction 

of the controller and the dewar assembly which should be used as a 

reference in case of difficulty. Included there is a program listing, 

a brief photographic inventory, logic diagrams for the controller 

sequencer, and manufacturers leaflets and manuals for the various 

components including the vacuum system and the low temperature dewar. 

Also, data output is through the HP Coupler to a teletype which 

will probably have to be located and returned if the system has been 

down for any length of tim~. For assistance in this matter see the 

departmental technician (Mr. G. Leinweber) in BSB/8101. 

The system is presently set up to accept samples in a 

slightly modified version. of the standard six point Hall test bar 

configuration (Figure II-1). The double Hall voltage contacts on 

54 
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one side allow the user to remove the unwanted condmtivity voltage 

contribution (due to misalignment of the contacts or film inhomo

geneities) that tend to swamp the low Hall voltage of high carrier 

concentration samples. There are several sample preparation methods. 

An ultrasonic cutting head is available for cutting Hall bars from 

commercially available wafers, but the modified version is not yet 

availableo In implanted samples, the junction formed by implanting 

into a substrate of opposite type is enough to isolate the bar. The 

author has also had experience with thin films and has found that 

evaporating through a suitable brass mask onto an insulating substrate 

is also quite acceptableo Sample size is variable~ but the mounting 

area on the sample holder allows a maximum overall size of about 

l Cm X 2 Cmo 

Using heat sink compound, and an insulator if necessary, the 

sample is mounted on the copper block at the end of_a 1 meter rod 

that is inserted into the top of the dewaro Electrical connection 

to the metallized contacts on the sample is through the six pins and 

one extra wire found on the mounting block as in Figure II-2a The 

author-has found that gold wire silver painted at both ends to pin 

and sample contact pad is quite sufficient provided the silver paint 

is allowed to dry thoroughly before evacuating the sample chamber. 

When the sample is mounted~ replace the copper and teflon 

shield over the sample and insert the assembly into the dewar making 

sure the 0-ring at the top end of the assembly is securely in position 
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in the dewar mouth. Reconnect the thermocouple jack to the small 

box at the right side of. the equipment rack and submerge the 

reference thermocouple in liquid nitrogen. The sample chamber is 

evacuated by closing the bleed valve located on the rear wall behind 

the magnet power supply and switching on the rotary pump (#2 in 

Figure II-3). When the cable is reattached to the connector at the 

top of the mounting assembly, measurements can begin. The following 

is a step by step account of how to run the system. Thanks to 

Ara Kazandzian for his aid in compiling ·this. 
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Using The System To Measure Hall Effect At Room Temperature 

1. Turn the water supply on for the magnet. 

2. Start the magnet by pressing on 11 Norm 11 S'Witch. Red 110n" light 

along with "Norm 11 amber light will come on. 

3. Adjust the current using "current adjust" knobs to desired 

current e.g. 10 amp. and turn on switch for the GAUSSMETER on 

the panel. 

4. Turn DVM to MAN/EXT mode. 

5. Set the interval to a desired time e.g. 4 minutes. 

6. Turn the main power on "on the panel 11
• 

7. Turn the teletype to (external) left hand side 11 push on 11 tele

type is ready, Note: let the tape punch on 11 Here is 11 for about 

5 feet. 

8. Switch to 11 auto 11 mode. 

9. Push "starto• button, by doing this. 26 sequential steps will 

be executed by the control unit. 

10. Now the control unit takes over and it will automatically measure 

the VC1, VH1, TC1, TG, I. 

11. If the four Hall voltages appear to have a high condutivity 

component a1s in Figure I-4a, return to manual mode and cycle 

through to step 13. Set DVM to INT mode and zero the measured 

Hall voltage by use of the two potentiometers at the top of the 

mount assembly. Return DVM to MAN/EXT mode, and the controller 



to semi-auto. The four Hall voltage should appear as in 

Figure I-4b. Goto step 8 and repeat. 

58 

12. At the end of the run switch teletype to 11 internal mode" push 

11 here is" button and punch tape for 5 feet. 

13. After the run is over the magnet will shut itself off. 

14. Turn off water cooling supply. 
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Using The System to Measure Hall Effect at LN2 Temperatures 

Initial condition, sample is inside the sample chamber 

1. Turn pump #2 on (located on the floor) make sure valve #6 

(vent valve) is open and valve #5 closed. Fill cold trap for 

pump #2 with LN2. 

2. Turn mechanical pump #1 (located on the shelf) then open valve 

#3 and #12 to evacuate the vacuum chamber (make sure the air 

release valve for pump #1 is closed). 

3. Turn on power switch located on thermocouple_ gauge panel .. 

4. Open vavle #1 to evacuate sampler chamber and also He vent, 

read TC3 gauge on panel, pressure indicator will approach 1 micron. 

5. Put LN2 in the LN2 fill of the Cryostat, wait for at least one 

hour to stabilize the temperature before starting the run. 

6. Proceed as for Room Temperature measurement. 



. Using The System To Measure Hall Effect At Liquid He Temperatures 

1. Cool down the Cryostat with LN2 for at least one day following 

steps #1-4 on page #2. 

2. Make sure valves #7, #13, #5, #4, #8, #14 are closed. 

3. Open valves#~, #2, #3, until Gl gauge reads -30 psi. 

4. Close valve #l, #2, #3. 

5. Shut down mechanical pump #2. 

6. Open He gas tank (next to the door) adjust pressure to 5 psi. 

7. Open valve #4 then open valves #3, #2, #1 until Gl gauge reads 

+5 psi (this is an indicat~on that He gas is filled). 

8. Close He gas tank. 

Transfer of liquid He 
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9. Contact technician in SSC/8141 regarding LHe dewar and He return. 

10. Open valves #8, #2, #3 and flush to transfer tube with He gas. 

11. Connect the outlet of valve #14 to liquid He transfer tube 

{aU shape tube with a valve) i.e. connect the valve to make sure 

valve #3 is closed. 

12. Insert the t~ansfer tube, one end in the LHe fill located_on the 

Cyrostat, and other end in a liquid He tank which is obtained 

from room 8141 S.S.C. 

13. Note (ping pong ball will rise and fall down). 

14. Wait until the ping pong ball falls down, then open valve #14, 

pressurize until G2 gauge reads 20 psi. 



15. When the ping pong ball rises and falls down for the second 

time, the Cryostat will be full of liquid He, and the brass 

tube will be frozen at this point. 
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16. Take out the transfer tube and insert a rubber stopper on the 

He fill. 

17. Defreeze the brass tube with hot air gun. 

18. Close valve #2. 

19. Gl gauge pressure should read about 5 psi. 

20. Open throttle valve (c.c.w.) direction 70°- 80°. liquid. 

He flows through the sample chamber, and the sample is cooled 

down. The flowmeter will read (probably overscale). Wait 

for 10-15 minutes or more till ... emperatures reaches 4.2°K. 

21. To read the temperature, set DVM in (internal mode). DC 

mode trigger rate fast. The temperature at 4.2°K is -0.980mv 

in order to double check, switch the GE switch on control 

to upward position to read GE resistance 19.954 mv at 4.2K. 

22. Close throttle valve. 

23. Turn VVH dial to 380 (3.8 on heater). 

24. Open throttle valve to the 18th position relatively. The flow 

rate should be about 75 on the flowmeter (heavy ball is the 

reference point). 

25. Wait for 10 minutes until temperature stabilizes. 

26. Turn DVM to MAN/EXT mode. 

27. Turn on the sample ·heater. 
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28. Set interval at 4 minutes for initial run, switch to 7 minutes 

after 30 runs (depends on how stable the temperature is}. 

29. Turn the teletype to (external) left hand side, push on 

button teletype will be read. Note: let the tapepunch 

punch on 11 here is" for about 5 feet. 

30. Switch to "auto" mode. 

31. Turn main power on .. 

32. Push "start" button. 

33. Now the control takes over and it will automatically measure 

the vc1 VH1 TC1 TG I. 

34. At the end of the run, switch the teletype to "internal mode" 

and push "here is" button. 

35. Check whether there is bubbling in the oil bubbler indicating 

the flow of He. 

36. Check Gl gauge pressure. 

37. Close valve #8. Note: insert last part of tape first and make 

a mark on the front side at the beginning. 

38. At the end of the run, switch teletype to "internal mode". 

"' Push "here is" button and punch tape for 5 feet. 

39. After the ~un is over, the magnet w111 shut itself off. 

40. Let the magnet cool down, then turn off water cooling 

supply. 



Note: TC wires are connected in such a way that it should read 

positive at room temperature. 

To Take the Sample Out When Cryostat is Cold 

1. Close valve #8 (this valve should be closed when there is no 

He bubble in the glas? tube and no reading on Gl gauge. 

2. Open He tank. 

3~ Open valves #4, #3, #2, and #1. 

4. Release pressure by removing rubber stopper from He fill. 

5. Take out the sample, put a rubber stopper in place, 

6. Take out TC wire. 

7. Close valve #4 then pump down again. 
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Hall Sample 

Teletype 

~---· --·---. 
Teletype 
Coupler 

Digital 
Voltmeter 

Computer 
Sequencer 

Magnet 
.Power 
Supply 

Magnet 
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I Gaussm~~ 

Hall Measurement System 



STEP 
1 

2 

·3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 

17 

EVENT 

Select sample current indicator 
Record sample current 
Select sample thermometry 
Record sample temperature 
Se 1 ect CtJnducti vi ty contacts 

+ Record Vre (I ) 
Reverse sample current 
Record V {I-) c 
Turn on magnet, select gaussmeter contacts 
Record magnetic field (B+) 

Reverse sample current, select thermometry 
Record sample temperature 
Select Hall voltage contacts 

+ + Record Vh {I ,8 ) 
Reverse sample current {I~) 

( - + Record Vh I ,B ) 
Shut down magnet 
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18 Turn on magnet with reversed field, reverse sample current (I+} 
19 Se 1 ect Ha 11 vo 1 tage contacts · 
20 Record Vh (I+ ,B-) 

21 Reverse sample current (I-) 
22 Record Vh {I-,8-) 

23 Shut down magnet 
24 Select thermometry 
25 Record sample temperature 
26 Adjust sample current. Wait 0 to 20 minutes. 

Hall System Step Sequence 



Data Format 

The printed output should appear as in Figure II~4, with 

12 numbe-rs (1 line of 5, 1 line of 7} in the format±. XXXXXXP. 

The voltages (VGE'VTC'VC,VH) are interpreted as XXXXXX * 10-P 

volts, (e.g. +0002216 becomes +221 * 10-6 volts). The current 

range, I, (second datum) is decoded as: 

log 1 = {xxxxxx * 106-P} _ 9 1 o 1 0+4 

where the quotient on the left side of the equation is truncated 

to the nearest integer. For example, if the second datum is 

+0377516, the current is I = 10-6 amp. 
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The magnetic field, B, (first datum of ·the second line} is 

decoded as: 

B = + XXXXXX * 104-P Gauss. 

For example, if the sixth datum is +0825195, then the field is 

B = 8.2519 k.G. 

·sample Calculation 

To clarify the principles and methods involved in handling 

the system output, a sample calculation is given. The data set 

of Figure II-4-b is used in this example. From the first data 

set: 

VTC = ~ (3979 + 3975 + 3979) X 10-6 = 39781-lV 
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This corresponds to a temperature of about 300°Ko 

Vc::; ~ (Vc(I+} = Vc(I""')} 

= ~ (.096119 + .096321) = o09622 volt 

B = 78653 x 104-5 = 7865.3 Gauss 

It should be noted here that the sign of the Hall voltage 

is the reverse of what it should be due to an idiosyncrasy of the 

machineo This is indicated here by a positive Hall voltage for 

an n-type (CdS) filme 

Sample dimensions are: 

Therefore, 

i = .5 em 

w = .2 em 

t = .0014 em 

using the equations of the previous Appendix: 

VHt 8 3 
RH = -ys x 10 ern /Cb 

= (2.5 x 10-6)(.0014) x 108 = 44 cm3/Cb 
(10-6)(7.9 X 103) 
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n " ~ RH cm-
3 

= 1 I [1.602 x 10~19 x 44] = 1.4 x 1017 cm-3 

a = f x Cwil mho/em 
c 

lo-6 5 
= .096 x (.2 ~ .0014) = .019 mho/em 

~H = IRHcrl cm2;v.s 

= 44 X .019 = 2 .82 em /v.s 

Data Evaluation Using CDC 6400 

If the system output has been put on tape (with 5 ft. of 

blank tape before and after data) the calculations of the previous 

section can be done on the computer using two available fortran decks. 

The first, called CONVT, is used to convert the data on 

tape to cards. It also edits the data to a degree, but this feature 

is mor~ of an annoyance than a benefit, asit is very sensitive to 

teletype errors and will simply reject a data set, not correct it. 

To use thts routine, the~pe should be wound on a spool (as in 

Figure II-5} available from the computing centre. The tape spool 

and program, with control cards as in Figure II-6, are then submitted 

together and result in an output as in Figure Il-7 and a punched 

data deck. 
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When the first two labelling cards and the end-of-record 

cards at the end of the data deck are removed, four data introduction 

cards should be added to the front and two blank cards at the end 

as indicated by CONVT. The data is now ready for the Hall evaluation 

program. 

There are two versions of the Hall program available. 

HALLl, the lengthier version, includes coding to drive the Bensen

Lehner Plotting system for publishable output, but HALL2, which 

produces a printer plot, is faster and more portable, particularly 

in its binary form. To use the HALL program, simply attach the 

data deck to the rear of the program between the last end-of-record 

and the end-of-file cards. Typical output is shown in Figure II-8. 

Conclusions 

While the system in its present form greatly simplifies 

the electrical evaluation of semiconductor materials, many improve

ments can yet be made. As indicated in the previous Appendix the 

calcul~tions required in the data evaluation are elementary and 

do not require the large computing facilities of the CDC 6400. A 

more practical approach would be to use a small programmable calculator 

on line to evaluate the data real time, thereby entirely bypassing 

the teletype, tape, and program running time. This concept has 

already been discussed with the departmental technician (Mr. G. 

Leinweber) but work has not yet begun on this project. 
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Figure II-1: Modified Hall Sample. 



VH zeroing pot's 

(coarse &: fine) · 

(Bracketted letters indicate 
, top connector pins) 

Figure II-2: Hall sample mount 
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o-ring 

Stainless-steel 

tubing 

Sample heater 

Sample mount 
copper block 

Copper &. teflon 
shield 
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+(:~:H·J I !:l46 + ~~ s 57 f. L; (, +~•.:;39~31- +?.71 5P3f· -071f..L:."'J.f. 
+C;R:?69S~ +f<h]3'i~l'e +~:n 1 3ll·j~ -WiJ131 l t +~)~\} 91 3f. -0019~f.(, 

+0~k~ 1 l y;(, +1.;557f>h6 +0!-: 3 9?. 4f. +~;7149/f.. -07lf.23f. 
HlR26bt:S +~:~392'".1(. +~J01310f, -ZC!J 130-H f. +t;J01907!. -0019116 
+C0~J 1 i!l9;, +0~5 1£-~jf, Hif139?.26 +~71~726 -0715996 
+08269Y5 +0il3918!, +Ci~ 131 \-)6 -0013106 +0~19126 -~019tn76 

--. - --. 

Figure II-4-a: System output showing high Vc 
contribution to VH• . 

VGE I Yrc1 YcU+) YcU-J 
-~ ~ .4 I .I 

+ 000111 (, +0381RLI6 +0039796 +0961196 -09f.3216 
+ 0786535 +00397 56 +0001236 +000fll96£. +000127€- +0001106 
+ 0001 "'96 +0381876 +0039776 +09€-1936 -09fl3966 
+ 0786LI75 +0039796 +0001376 +0001086 +0001286 +0001116 
+ 0001096 +0382(1)16 +0039806 +09£-2736 -0964876 
+0786215 +0039746 +0001316 +0001126 +000125£. +0001?56 . __ , ___ . .. --j--. ___ , ___ --f.-- -- f -· 'l 

B Vrc2. \H(I+B"'") \jt!-B-1-) Vrti+B-> v,.p:-B-) 

Figure II-4-b: $ystem output with v0 component 
of VH reduced. 
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+003S<?3f. 

+0f439~3~ 

+0~391Af. 

+0039796 

+0039806 

·+00397~(.. 

~ 
Vrc3 

(NOTE: Different samples l.Jere used 

for a. and b. ) 

Figu~e II-4: Data format 



#1 ••• Have at least 6ft. of leader on each end 

of the tape. 

#2 ••• Place the tape on -the spool as follovJS: 

#3.···. Lable the tape with: 

a) START 

b) Arro't..J indicating direction of 

tape travel 

c) Name 

d) Reel nilll1ber 

eg: .<· .. ~.'_.,.~--.·.·.·_: ...... ··.·_ .. ···sTA·oT""'"·- .... 
~·-===-- '' \ 

. \JAN bE~ ( !63) · 

1/lJr ••• Use Request card {irmnediately after JOB card) 

RN~UEST(TAPEl,~R,RTLl) SPOOL/VANDER(03} 

Paper tape use 
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M~U MC~ASTER-SCCPE 3.4,4RELEASE~20 n1/D7/77 
13.58.4~.GUGS09q F=O~ 
13.SR,t;.9.IP fJO!l006hO WOFJJS-= FIL=: INPUT >J DC 00 
13.58,-'-"9.Ci!UGS. 
13.58. 49. VA t4CER.WEL lH 
13.58.50.R.lEQUESTClAPE1,TR,RTL1l SPOOL·0'3/VA 
13.58.~0·N~EftWELCVAMOER> 
14.00.3~.< Tq47 ASSIGNEC) 
14. oo. 51. FTd. 
14.00.53./ 440QQq CM STO~AGE USED 
14.00.53,/T o795 CP SECONDS CO~PILATIO~ T!~E 
14 • 0 0 • 54 • L~Go. 
14.D1,30, STOP 
14.01.31. 5293 WORDS NEVER USED 
14.01.31. 5.341 CP SECONDS £X~CUTION TIME 
14.01.31.0? 00003200 WORDS = FIL~ OUTPUT DC 40 
11+ • 0 1. 31. 0 P 0 0 tl 0 0 7 c 8 W C ~D S .... F I L E PUNCH : 0 G 1 0 
i4.01.31,HS· 7168 WOFOS ( 17920 MAX USED) 
14.D1.31.CPA 7.2P1 S~G. 3.276 ADJ. 
14.01,31.!0 14.917 SEC. · 1.491 ADJ. 
14.01,31.CH 464.558 KWS. 4.860 AOJ. 
14.fl1.31.SS 9.629 
14.01.31,PP 20~316 SEC. DATE 03/12177. 
14.01.31,CO~PUTI~G CO~T AT ~37e/HOU~ ·b1.85 
14.u1.31.~STI~ATED UNIT R~GORD COSI b.81 
14.n1.31.~ST!~ATED TOTAL COST $~.6& 
14.01.31.~J END OF JC3, ~~ 

:fif.~Jf..l!t-4--+:4- ... JI,~. 
...... ..,.~.¥.++~..b+ 

GUGS039 
GUGS 0"39 

I/ I I t ~ 4 0 . 0
0 

FF .Lt..l SSTT /Ill 
/Ill E~O ~ /Ill 

FigUre II-6: Day£ile for program OOiiVT showing 

control cards used. 

'· 
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•t·-~~~hr,;,l r<,!,.,•.;,\r I :,r-.~. ~ ;,r Nt. h./ fir· r.r.r.r. f·;!-itdWHihN:•,tl •• ttHWhfiNfd1~HINN N!INNNNt<NNNNNNfH~NNMHINtif'.INN~NIH-IN 
~~Nt;tW :,r-;~1 ;, ~~~;:-u-~.r~t~Nt:t-.:~JNt, N!-. N'l Nt-INN r.tHI rWN NN Nl'iH~~ ~~~h~~WrltHHW HNI·INN NNi'lUNNMWUNNtmNNNm;UNUhN NhNNNN 

1 

;: 

1() 

15 

20 

2~ 

30 

-~5 

lyQ 

~s 

50 

201 

1 

20 

2 
10 

99<; 

30 

2 00 

58 

&2 

E'7 

59 

e1 
::2 
sc 
60 

71113 TS FTN &;.6+426 

P~ aGo A I~ Co:~ VT (OUTPUT, PUNCH 7 TAPE 1, TAP E6= OUTPUT, T APE7=PUN CH) 
COI·WON 8(150t80l ,G000(150J 
DIH~hSION A<sl ,octO) 

lATA 0(1)11H0/ 1 DC2)/1H11t0(3111H2/!0(4)11H3/,0(5)/1H4/, 
1 0 ( 6 ) /1 H ~I , 0 ( T) I 1 H & I , 0 ( jj ) /1 H 7 I t 0 ( ':i) /1 H 8/ 1. 0 (1 0 l /1 H 9/ 

DATA !EOF /2BI,PLUS/1H+/,FHIIU1H"'/tBLK/1H I 
H;:ITt:<6, 201) 
FOk.t-1ATUH1 1 26HE\fERYTHING P.Et.O FROH TAPE /!H ,23(1H•) ///) 
J=O 
CALL TRINITC1,3) 
ISTA1 = 0 
CALL TRREAO(A ~) ' 
CALL TRSTAT<L:!STAT) 

IF(L.t:I').O)GO TO 10 
J= J+1 
IFCJ.E~.151)G0 TO ~0 
GOOC(Jl=L 
LL=L•lO 
IJECOOE(10 1 2D,Al (B(J,Kl,K=1,Ll) 
FORHATC10A1) . 
\~IHTEt6,2) J1CAUl 1 I=1,L> 
FO~M~Tt1H , l] 1 3X ~A10J 
lF(ClST/:T.Al.D.IEOFl.EQ,Ol GO TO 1 
PPlt-IT 9~13 !STAT 
FCRMAT<•-fE~HINATinN STATUS= •,02,5X,16H(07 IS EXPECTED) ) 

\·/ ;. I T E ( 6 , :sol 
FO~NATL1HU 
Jl.1= J 
oo 6u J=1,JI'I 
L::GOOL' ( Jl 

I X= 1 o• L I g .... 9-1 
I Y= to·•"- I g .. g-e 
Il=iO .. L/9•9·9 

00 5t K=1,IX 
D 0 f: e . K V. = 1 , I Y ·, g 
lf(K.E~.KKI GO T~ ~9 
COtH U1llc 
Cl 0 c 2 VL = 91 I Z 19 
IF<K.f~.KLJ Go TO 61 
OOlHihUC: 
i)Q 5i KH::1L10 
IFCB(J,Kl ,::.O,OtK:1)lGO TO 55 

COIITir.IJF. 
GO TO 52 
IF([HJ,Kl.EQ,PLUS.OR.B(J,K).EQ,FMIN) GOTO 56 

GO TO 52 
!F(~lJ 1 Kl.E~·BLKl GO TO 56 
GOOC(JJ=O, 

GO TO 60 
COt,T !tiUE 

CONT!IiUE 

03/12/77 14.00, 

~ 
...... 

ij 
CD 

1-1 
1-1 
I 

-.J 

0 
0 
~ 

~ 
0 
~ 

i .. 
'"d 

~ 
@ 

1-' 

~I .=.! I T E ( 6 , 1 0 7 ) 
Fo~:I-'A H 1H1 ,57HTiiE FOLLOWING DATA SETS WERE FOUND ERROR F~EE A~O P 

1Ur-tCHED //l 
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Sf: i~StT=O 
.JJ:JH•1 
.J=1 



~.:.or;:.:.."' 

E:IJ 

E:.~ 

70 

1'5 

80 

8S 

qo 

qs 

100 

1. OS 

110 

corvr 

1C2 

100 

101 

103 

11J4 

1 0~ 

106 

1:0 
120 

131 
130 

7'1/7 3 TS FTN 4e6+428 

JP: J+ j 
IF< J-JJ> 1:.10, too, 1so 

!FCGOOOCJ) ,t;:(J,3,Q,AriO,G000(J+H,EQ,7, O)GO TO 101 
J=J+1 
GO TO 102 
1f:~t:T=llSET+1 
L 1=GCOIJ ( J) +'), -1, 
L?=GGnOCJ+1)+9,-1, 

;I h: I Tf ( 6, 1 0 -n N SET, { ~ ( J 2 K) , K= 1, L.i) 
FO~~~Tl1HQ 1 I~,3X,S0All 

q F. I T = ( 6 f 1 0" J ( R ( JP r. K l 1 K = 1, L 2) 
FORr~A ( 1H , 6X,6 llAiJ 

l-l~IT2<7t105) Ct1CJ,Kl,K=1,L1) 
F 0 R I' A ( 6 u A 1) 

H~I TE (7f 1 06) ( B (JP, KJ, K=1,L 2) 
F C~MA ( 61lA1l 

J=J+2 
GO TO 102 

ll!.: IT E ( c , 1 2 0) 
FO~MAT(1H1,44HT~E FOLLOWING TTY LINES <IF ANY) HAVE ERRORS II> 

DO Ull J=1,JH 
IFCGOODt J) ,Nf.. C,IJ) GO TO 130 
W~IT~C6,131lJt(8(J1Kl,K=1,80) 

F 0 R ~~A T ( 1 H 0 , ! .l , 3X , ~ 0 A 1 ) 
C 0 IJT ltJU t: 

03/12/7 7 1i.te00 

1l. 0 
\oiRITE<6,1~J) 

FOPHATC1H1 1 10<57H OotiT FORGET 4 CARDS BEFORE OATA AND 2 BLANK 
1JS AFTER IJ/11 

CAR 

1lt1 

14?. 

!;.Q 
~1 

21H , 53HFIRST CARD ---TITLE CARD <NAME DATE ETC ) 
~lrl , 5lHSECON~ CARO····HIOTH LENGTH THICKNESS OF SAMPLE 
~1H ,20X,53HIN CH. USING 3F10,3 NUMBERS STARTING IN 
SlH f20X,53HCtlL.S, 1, 11 AUD 21 

\IRI E<6,141) 
FOP HAT ( 

11H ,ttX,53Y·---STARTING COl 31 1 ANY COMBINATION OF 
21H 20X ~3HPLOTS--·FOR PLOTS Of THE DATA 
~1H !2ox:SJHPUNCH···FOR PUNCHED OUTPUT OF THE CALCULATIONS 
41H ,?0~,53HGAP ---FOR ENERGY GAP CALCULATIONS 
S~H~~gox,53~, ---(4 PERIOD) AFTER LAST HORO 

•I R J. I :: ( 6 , 1 Lt •• ) 
FOP.HATC 

t1H , 53HTHI~O CAR0----5 PARAMETERS FOR E-GAP CALCULATIONS 
21H ,20X,5JHUSI~G FI~E E10,3 FORHAT NUMBERS 
11rl 5J~FOURTH CARO·-·LABEL FOR PEN PLOT 
L;tH !2oX,51iWAHE At~O ACCT TOTALLit!G 18 CHARS STARTING COt.. 1 
5tH ,20X,53H 
6tH ,20X,5JH 
71H t20X,S3H 

STOP 
\·IPITE(fl,t,1} 
FO~MATC1H1 1 10(33H TOO MANY LINES FOR CORE RESE~VEO I)) 
STOP 
f.: NO 

I 
I 
I 

) 

I 0 
I 0 
I !2: 
I ~ 
) . 

0 
~ 

I c1" 

I 'g 
I ct" 
I .. 
I 'd I p:l , ()q 

CD 

N 



EI/EgYTHI~IG qE~O F",:Qf-1 TAPE 
----------~~-----~----· 

1 +O~J1~1b +0~~77~6 ~OOJ9St6 +0726776 •0728216 llfll 
2 +Q~20S65 +OG39~0E +J0133~~ -0~1~~06 +0019366 ·0019386 +0039606 1111111 
3 +01~104b +0~~7~46 +OJ3S5q6 +U7270J6 •D728~26 IIIII 
4 +C~22J05 +0039fE6 +J0133ES •OJ13356 +0019406 ·0019326 +0039576 1111111 
5 +J1310qb +O~~E19f +JQjgEJE +0726746 g072809& iiiii 
6 +1S22Ei5 +0039&16 +J013~1~ •00111~~ +001g3a6 •0019346 +0039626 1111111 
7 +OOJ1096 +O~~E116 +103gS78 +0726166 •0727556 Ifill 
6 +0~23~35 +OG~9~7E +~011376 -OJ113~6 +0019~66 -0019326 +0039616 1111111 
g +0000~9~ +OSS7e:6 +~u3gS~6 +072~~26 •0726656 IIIII 

10 +0~~3705 +00395~6 +0013356 •UU1ll26 +0019l56 •0019296 +0039566 1111111 
11 +00~1066 +0~~~176 +0~39586 +072~566 -0725916 IIIII 
12 +G82~J25 +0039:GE +J0132f~ •0011365 +0019256 •00193~6 +0039536 1111111 
13 +OJ010l6 +OS~€09£ +001g5~5 +07237~6 •0725086 IIIII • 
1Lt +062'-:loS +00394iJfi +0013316 -001.3216 +0019~1E -0019?.96 +0039526 llrllll 
1~ +oo~ttt6 +05~P1t6 •Jolg~es +072105& -0724296 1111 
1~ +G~~~E65 +OC394EE +J01329E •0011276 +0019296 0019256 +0039496 1111111 
11 +01Jt036 +o5=7e~~ •J039~3e +072?.33& -07237~o •••• 
18 +0~~~605 +OC39t~E +00132~6 ·001~296 +0019266 0019266 +0039426 1111111 
1q +00010~~ +OSSeO~& ~J039446 +Of2163& -0722996 1111 
20 +oa~~~;s +003939& +0011236 -oa112e& +0019246 0019246 +0039456 rtltJit 
21 +~aJt006 +0£~79fE +~~19366 +07211S& -0722476 1111 
?.2 +0~2519S +OC39376 +~013236 -l013?S6 +001925~ 0019206 +0039406 1111111 
23 +OJJ11JE +os~eooG +JaigJ7~ +0'20616 -0721956 1111 
24 +Gl2~t55 +0039l66 +aa13J06 -o1t~176 +0019~o& 0019256 +0039426 racra11 
25 +JOJ1J26 +0~~79?6 +~~J9J76 +0720256 -0~21586 ltll 
26 +0~25i3S +Oo~g3~E +J01J2~6 -0~131~6 +0019226 0019206 +OOj9366 1111111 
27 +J!J01uSc +oss~ot6 +:lt).lg~76 +071'~8"-t& -o7211t'lo 1111 
?~ +oazs~os +ODJ9336 +J013216 -o~1J226 +0019206 0019236 +OOJ9366 sa111rr 
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